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- Software Setup Utility,
Suitable for FR-A800/FR-

F800, Mitsubishi Electric ;
Country of origin Japan

(JP) ; Manufacturer
Mitsubishi Electric. Thank

you for choosing this
Mitsubishi Inverter Setup
Software. This instruction

manual gives handling
information and precautions
for the use of this FR-
Configurator2 . This FR-
Configurator2 is a power
management systems (PMS)
software and is used to

perform a setup and
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configuration of FR-A and
FR-F, and the Pico or Pico

Plus. It can control
lighting, air conditioning
and security. Please be
careful! Do not use this

software if your Mitsubishi
Inverter is damaged. If you

have never used a
PMS software, this FR-

Configurator2 software may
be difficult to understand.
This FR-Configurator2 is

based on the user interface
and design of the FR-

Configurator2. Mitsubishi
Inverter FR-Configurator2
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Inventor uses the
Mitsubishi Electric FR-

Configurator2 . Do not use
this software on units
which may be damaged by
static electricity. FR-
Configurator2 - Software

Setup Utility, Suitable for
FR-A800/FR-F800, Mitsubishi

Electric ; Country of
origin Japan (JP) ;

Manufacturer Mitsubishi
Electric. Thank you for

choosing this FR-
Configurator2 . This FR-
Configurator2 is based on
the user interface and
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design of the FR-
Configurator2. Mitsubishi
Transistorized VFD FR-

Configurator2 FR-
Configurator2 - Software

Setup Utility, Suitable for
FR-A800/FR-F800, Mitsubishi

Electric ; Country of
origin Japan (JP) ;

Manufacturer Mitsubishi
Electric. The FR-

Configurator2 software is
the best Mitsubishi

Inverter setup software. It
is a versatile, easy to

use, powerful and stable FR-
A/F and Pico/Pico Plus/Pico
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Plus Plus . It is a
powerful management

platform software that lets
users control and

FR-Configurator2 is a
versatile software tool

that provides an intuitive
interface which saves you
valuable application setup
and programming time. FR-
Configurator 3 is software

used to configure and
connect Mitsubishi inverter
types and PC included :

A700/D700/F700/E700. + The
software is designed to .
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FR Configurator2 is a
software supports inverter

from startup to
maintenance.(Compatible

with the 800 series
inverters) The release
version (updated) and .

Thank you for choosing this
Mitsubishi Inverter Setup
Software. This instruction

manual gives handling
information and precautions

for the use of this
software. FR Configurator2.
From inverter startup to

maintenance, this versatile
software allows the user to
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specify settings easily at
the computer. iQ Works is a

comprehensive software
suite that contains

programming software for
programmable controllers,.
FR Configurator Mobile.

Download the PDF.
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